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Position:   Kitchen Attendant 

Venue:    Vue de monde 

Reporting to:   Executive Chef & Head Chef 

To Apply:   Email your CV to recruitment@vue.group  

Presently undergoing an exciting refurbishment and anticipating a reopening in late October, Vue de 
Monde is actively searching for passionate Kitchen Attendants to bolster our back-of-house team. 
You will play an instrumental role in ensuring the seamless operations of our kitchen, both before, 
during, and after service. 
 
Vue de Monde is the iconic heart of the Vue Group, where we proudly display exceptional Australian 
produce amid awe-inspiring surroundings. Renowned for our fine-dining experience, we have 
garnered consistent accolades, with the prestigious Australian Good Food Guide Awards 2023 
recently awarding us 3 Hats, solidifying our position as one of Australia's finest establishments. 
 
This exciting opportunity is a casual position that calls for flexibility and availability to work on 
weekends. Your shifts may encompass a mix of day and night shifts. The night shifts typically run 
from 4:00 pm to 1:00 am 
   
The day-to-day will include: 

• Cleaning the kitchen, utensils, kitchen appliances, floors, walls and all surfaces 
• Removal and cleaning of rubbish bins 
• Cleaning and polishing glasses and cutlery 
• Assist chefs with basic food preparation 
• Ensuring all food preparation tasks you are assigned are carried out in a timely fashion, to a 

high standard and within food hygiene guidelines 
• Assisting in other areas of Vue de monde operations as directed by the Head Chef 

   
As a Kitchen Attendant you will need to possess the following: 

• Energy and passion with industry experience considered advantageous 
• Ability to work in a fast-paced environment 
• A positive attitude and genuine customer focus in service excellence 
• Exceptional communication skills 
• Reliable, organised, and well presented at all times 
• Self-motivated and a desire to continually learn and develop 

 
 
About Vue Group: 
Vue Group is a renowned Australian hospitality group celebrated for its iconic Melbourne 
restaurant, Vue de Monde, and a collection of beloved venues including Vue Events, Lui Bar, and 
Jardin Tan. 
 
Our unwavering passion lies in curating exceptional guest experiences, whether it's in the realm 
of fine dining, contemporary dining, or café-style offerings. At Vue Group, we take immense 
pride in operating with a dedicated focus on sustainability, ensuring that we showcase the 
exquisite beauty of native Australian produce in every culinary creation. 
For more detailed information about Vue Group and its diverse array of venues, we invite you to 
explore our websites: 
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Vue de Monde: https://www.vuedemonde.com.au 
Jardin Tan: https://www.jardintan.com.au  
Vue Events: https://vueevents.com.au  
Lui Bar: https://www.luibar.com  
 

Vue Group Benefits: 

Successful candidates will have the opportunity for career growth and progression within an industry 
leading restaurant group. We are committed to developing professional hospitality careers across all 
areas of our business. 

As a valued Vue Group employee, you'll receive special discounts across all Vue Group venues, 
allowing you to experience our exceptional offerings. Moreover, you'll gain access to global 
accommodation discounts through our hospitality and hotel partners at Far East Hospitality.  

If you can demonstrate the required skills, a positive attitude, strong work ethic and dedication, 
please apply with your cover letter and resume to recruitment@vue.group  

Unfortunately, we are not offering sponsorship at this time. 

 

 

We appreciate the effort and interest shown by all applicants. Please be assured that we will 
carefully review each application received. However, only candidates whose qualifications align 
closely with our requirements will be contacted for further consideration and interviews. Thank you 
for your understanding, and we wish you the best of luck in your job search. 
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